Passive items (last month)

- Worked on resolutions and joint resolutions
- Reviewed bylaws and made amendments to it
- Met with the bylaws committee for the first time

Present items

- Continuing to review the bylaws
- Aiding with the transition of certain positions within USG

Action items (next month)

- Help assemble nomination committees
- Run a nomination committee
- Help transition new members of USG and members who are switching positions

Questions, concerns, announcements

- Nothing at the moment but I will let you know when I do.

Monthly summary

A large part of this month was devoted to the bylaws committee and finalizing the resolutions. I worked on, edited, and finalized 4 Bylaws Resolutions and 2 Joint Resolutions. The Bylaws Resolutions were mainly focused on grammatical errors. One big change, however, was amending the bylaws so that we could alter the meeting time for second semester. The Joint Resolutions focused on both the Technology Fee and the Intermodal Transportation fees. This next month I will be working to help select new members of certain positions within USG. I will also be helping to assemble other nomination committees that do not include myself. In the coming semester I will once again be reviewing the bylaws as to make sure no further alterations or corrections are necessary.

People in contact with

Currently no one

Tags

# Bylaws # JointAgreement # Transitions